Venetian blinds

Designer sun blinds for effective light regulation
Quality to impress

This classic sun protection system never ceases to delight. With a single twist you can let in exactly the right amount of light whilst at the same time keeping out prying eyes.

Attractive designs, high-quality materials and individual combination options turn a functional privacy shield and glare protection solution into a stylish design element.

Spoilt for choice

Whether you prefer aluminium, wood or plastic - we have the right material for every interior, the right solution for every window and an individual design for every taste. Your new Venetian blind: unique and modern.
Aluminium Venetian blinds

Straight and dynamic lines
Aluminium Venetian blinds guarantee elegance for your windows. They regulate the amount of light in the room effectively, thus keeping the temperature under control, too. Four different slat widths are ideal for making sure your rooms and windows always look exactly in proportion.

The wide range of colours extends from cool, metallic tones to warm colours and statement structures. Aluminium Venetian blinds set a modern tone and are the hallmark of minimalist living.

The choice is yours
You get to pick the operating mechanism for your new Venetian blinds. In order to adjust the amount of light entering the room, you can adjust the slats using an adjustment rod or cord winding. You can raise the blinds using a crank or chain, for instance. There are lots of options to choose from – your specialist dealer will be happy to help with expert advice.

Free-hanging Venetian blinds
Thanks to their operating elements, free-hanging Venetian blinds are particularly well suited to windows that are located high up. The length of the pull cord can be individually designed. Please refer to the child safety requirements outlined in EN 13120. Your specialist dealer will be happy to help.
Tensioned aluminium Venetian blinds

FlicFlac

FlicFlac technology is a fully adjustable Venetian blind which stretches across the window and can be positioned to any height you like. Both the top and bottom profiles can be adjusted using attractive handles and tensioning cords. The slats are available in widths of 16 or 25 mm and their angle can be adjusted using the attractive button.

The adhesive kit

KADECO’s adhesive kit allows easy installation of tensioned Venetian blinds right onto the window pane. The adhesive system with its two made-to-measure aluminium side profiles is the perfect solution, especially where screw fastening is not wanted or possible such as in rented flats, for example.

The special adhesive satisfies the stringent requirements for UV and temperature resistance and guarantees permanent adhesion of the Venetian blind system. The adhesive kit comes off without a trace, of course.

Tensioned Venetian blinds

The advantages of Venetian blinds with system tensioning are particularly apparent when used for moving tilt-and-turn windows, as the tensioning fixes the blind in the glass rabbet even when the casement is tilted.

Glare protection and privacy shield when working at a computer

Particularly for people who spend a lot of time on the computer either for work or during their leisure time, glare protection is important for ensuring eye health and general well-being. Thanks to their adjustability, Venetian blinds are perfectly suited for internal glare protection.
The use of different colours within a single blind is a special design option which allows you to set visual tones in your interior spaces. Both bold and right on trend, our Living Stripes will enchant you with their expression of the creative ideas of our designers, which are manifest in the range’s 16 different models and their associated mood themes.

You can even design your very own one-of-a-kind blind, slat by slat. KADECO offers this creative option for all of its aluminium slats in widths from 16 mm to 50 mm.
Special designs

Easy to mount and perfectly integrated: our aluminium Venetian blinds are the ideal choice when it comes to special designs because they provide a whole host of options. After all, unusual shapes call for special solutions. Your specialist dealer will be happy to help.

Convenient operation

Electrically operated Venetian blinds with 24 V technology offer optimum safety and user-friendliness. Operation can either take place remotely via a wireless hand-held transmitter or from a central control system, which can be equipped with timer programmes or solar monitors. If you are absent, they increase safety, automatically prevent rooms from heating up and, in addition, actively make use of energy-saving potential.

A variety of cross-product motorisation systems are available at the touch of a button, from individual systems and groups right through to applications involving connection to the latest generation of home automation technology.

Pretty off the wall

This means they are ideally suited for stylish and functional Venetian blind decoration. With rooflights, the key is to find a precise way to regulate the light as it enters the room from above.

All-round system bracing keeps the rooflight Venetian blind in the required position. You can move the blind up and down using the operating rail, while a rotary knob is used to adjust the slats.
Translucent slats and design options

Revival mechanism

The decorative Revival mechanism is the original drive format used to control Venetian blinds. The wooden rails at the top and bottom are available in 8 selected shades from the Oxford and Portland ranges. They can also be combined with translucent plastic slats and aluminium slats.

Venetian blinds with translucent plastic slats

Anything but ordinary: translucent plastic slats play with the light from your window by diffusing daylight as it enters the room.

Variety at its most beautiful: there are eight different slat colours to choose from. As well as multicoloured ladder tapes and cords, you can also opt for the optional open “Revival” mechanism. The top and bottom wooden rails contrast playfully with the plastic slats, creating a look of pure elegance with their cutting-edge design.

Ladder cord and ladder tape

The Venetian blinds are fitted with a ladder cord in a matching colour as standard. Optional ladder tapes in harmonised tones or contrasting colours are available to add a personal touch to your Venetian blinds in a slat width of 50 mm. Available in 25 different shades as block colours, prints or Jacquard, our ladder tapes can be combined to suit your very individual and personal taste.
Wood is a living material – it has a warm and authentic effect. Wooden Venetian blinds are a highlight in any stylish interior. They are characterised by their calming and natural effect, and also offer technical comfort and reliable functionality.

Wooden Venetian blinds with slats 50 mm wide add an air of elegance to your windows and are an effective regulator of incident light.
Venetian blinds made from abachi wood in classic wood tones are particularly authentic. Very few products are capable of capturing the original character of the wood in such an effective way.

The Venetian blinds in the Kyoto range are made from bamboo, have a particularly natural look and are lightweight.

With a grain that packs a punch, the slats in the Cape Town range will make a statement in any modern interior.

The slats for KADECO wooden Venetian blinds are tastefully grouped into five different themed areas.

The Venetian blinds in the Copenhagen range are made from basswood. Painted in matt colours and with smooth surfaces, the slats achieve a look of continuity and full coverage.

The whitewashed tones of the slats in the Portland range, which are made from abachi wood, are the perfect match for colour schemes in modern homes.
KADECO offers two different technologies for wooden Venetian blinds. The “ClassicLine” is a modern option and the “Revival” has a traditional retro look.

Wooden blinds featuring the tried-and-tested ClassicLine technology are made with a stable upper profile in steel. A wooden edge attached to the front of the upper profile provides an elegant cover.

The traditional wooden Revival technology is the original drive format used to control Venetian blinds. It is available in eight colours. The Revival technology can be used not only with selected wooden slats from the Oxford and Portland ranges but also with translucent plastic and aluminium slats.
EXPERIENCE THE VARIETY OF KADECO!

Pleated blinds
Honeycomb pleated blinds
Venetian blinds
Roller blinds
Vertical blinds
Panel tracks
Shutters
Insect screens
Awnings

You will find more products, information and inspiration on our website at:
www.kadeco.de